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A ROYAL COAT OF ARMS
This is a replica item made of reconstituted stone, suitable for outdoor use,
DIMENSIONS: 78cm (30¾") High, 87cm (34¼") Wide, 4cm (1½") Deep
STOCK CODE: 92132
LOCATION: LASSCO Brunswick House

HISTORY
The Royal Coat of Arms of the United Kingdom is the official coat of arms of the British monarch, currently Queen
Elizabeth II. These arms are used by the Queen in her official capacity as monarch, and are officially known as her
Arms of Dominion. Variants of the Royal Arms are used by other members of the Royal Family; and by the British
Government in connection with the administration and government of the country. In Scotland, the Queen has a
separate version of the Royal Arms, a variant of which is used by the Scotland Office. The shield is quartered,
depicting in the first and fourth quarters the three lions passant guardant of England; in the second, the rampant lion
and double tressure fleury-counter-fleury of Scotland; and in the third, a harp for Ireland. The crest is a lion statant
guardant wearing the imperial crown, itself on another representation of that crown. The dexter supporter is a
likewise crowned lion, symbolizing England; the sinister, a unicorn, symbolising Scotland. According to legend a free
unicorn was considered a very dangerous beast; therefore the heraldic unicorn is chained, as were both supporting
unicorns in the Royal coat of arms of Scotland. The coat features both the motto of English monarchs, Dieu et mon
droit (God and my right), and the motto of the Order of the Garter, Honi soit qui mal y pense (Shamed be he who
thinks ill of it) on a representation of the Garter behind the shield. The official heraldic description of the Royal
Arms is as follows: Quarterly, first and fourth Gules three lions passant gardant in pale Or armed and langued
Azure (for England), second quarter Or a lion rampant within a double tressure flory-counter-flory Gules (for
Scotland), third quarter Azure a harp Or stringed Argent (for Ireland), the whole surrounded by the Garter; for a
Crest, upon the Royal helm the imperial crown Proper, thereon a lion statant gardant Or imperially crowned
Proper; Mantling Or and ermine; for Supporters, dexter a lion rampant gardant Or crowned as the Crest, sinister a
unicorn Argent armed, crined and unguled Proper, gorged with a coronet Or composed of crosses patÃ©e and
fleurs de lis a chain affixed thereto passing between the forelegs and reflexed over the back also Or. Motto 'Dieu et
mon Droit' in the compartment below the shield, with the Union rose, shamrock and thistle engrafted on the same

stem.

